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Committee on Weaponization of Fed Gov Begins by
Exposing “Rot” in Biden Regime

Twitter
Rep. Jim Jordan

As House Republicans investigate the Biden
administration’s weaponization of the
federal government, Representative Jim
Jordan (R-Ohio) kicked off the committee
Thursday by listing what “dozens and
dozens” of FBI whistleblowers have told him
and other House Republicans about that
weaponization.

Jordan — who chairs the House Judiciary
Committee’s Select Subcommittee on the
Weaponization of the Federal Government —
recounted a damning list of such
whistleblower accounts, beginning with the
November 18, 2021 alert by an FBI
whistleblower that the FBI had created a
“threat tag” for parents who showed up at
school board meetings across the country to
express their concern over radical LGBTQ,
“transgender,” and CRT (critical race
theory) ideology in their kids’ schools. His
list concluded with the November 4, 2022
whistleblower alert that the FBI routinely
receives private user information from
Facebook without the consent of those
users.

pic.twitter.com/SS2phellaK

— Rep. Jim Jordan (@Jim_Jordan) February 9, 2023

Jordan’s list included:

11.18.2021 — FBI whistleblower reveals to House Judiciary Committee that the FBI created a
“threat tag” for parents voicing their concerns at school board meetings.
04.26.2022 — FBI whistleblower discloses that the FBI has been purging FBI employees who
attend conservative political events.
05.11.2022 — FBI whistleblower discloses that “dozens of parents with the threat tag
designation” are investigated by the FBI. (That whistleblower has been stripped of his clearances
and suspended.)
06.07.2022 — Another FBI whistleblower is retaliated against after giving feedback on an
anonymous survey.
07.27.2022 — FBI whistleblower discloses that agents are pressured to reclassify cases as
“domestic violent extremism” cases to hit self-created performance metrics.
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09.14.2022 — FBI whistleblower discloses that the FBI views the Betsy Ross Flag as a terrorist
symbol.
09.19.2022 — FBI whistleblower discloses that the Washington Field Office is deliberately
manipulating January 6 case files to make it appear that “domestic violence extremism” is on the
rise. (That whistleblower has been suspended.)
11.04.2022 — FBI whistleblower discloses that the FBI accepts private user information from
Facebook without the users’ consent. Only conservatives are targeted under this incestuous
arrangement between the FBI and Facebook.

As damning as that list is — and given that it spans just less than one year — Jordan stated that it is
“only a sampling” of the FBI’s weaponization under the Biden regime. He added, “In my time in
Congress, I have never seen anything like this.”

Indeed, the Biden FBI makes the Clinton FBI seem mild and cautious by comparison. Who’d have
imagined that things could be so bad that the Clinton years begin to take on a “good ol’ days” veneer?

Jordan said there have been “dozens and dozens of whistleblowers — FBI agents — coming to us,
talking about what’s going on, the political nature at the Justice Department.” He added, “It’s not Jim
Jordan saying this, not Republicans, not conservatives — good, brave FBI agents who are willing to
come forward and give us the truth.”

Jordan says he is confident that many more will come forward and reveal more and more of the rot at
the core of our government. As to the depth of that rot, Jordan pointed out that the above-listed corrupt
actions (which, remember, are only a “sampling”) only cover the FBI. He continued:

And this is just the FBI.

Americans have concerns about the double standard at the Department of Justice.
Americans have concerns about the disinformation governance board that the Department
of Homeland Security tried to form. Americans have concerns about the ATF and what
they’re doing to the Second Amendment. And, of course, they have concerns about the IRS
and the thousands of new agents who are coming to that organization.

And finally, there are concerns about what we’ve learned in the Twitter Files where Big
Government and Big Tech colluded to shape and mold the narrative and to suppress
information and censor Americans.

Jordan said he hopes Democrats will work with his committee to expose corruption and begin restoring
liberty, but reflected that Democrats had made it clear that they will “fight tooth and nail” against the
committee and its goals.

So, while Democrats prepare to fight the exposure of the rot at the core of the Biden administration,
House Republicans, “dozens and dozens” of “good, brave” FBI agents, and innumerable concerned
Americans are pushing for that exposure. It may be a “tooth and nail” fight, but we can pray that the
good will prevail and the truth will out.
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